
Dr. Yuval Noah Harari, Top Advisor to Klaus Schwab. HUMANS ARE 'HACKABLE ANIMALS'

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF),

the goal of The Fourth Industrial Revolution  is to change what it means to be human by merging

man and machine. In short, while the term “transhumanism” is not being used, that’s exactly where

the global cabal intends to take us, willing or not.

In a November 2019 interview with CNN,  history professor and bestselling author Yuval Noah

Harari, a Klaus Schwab disciple, warned that “humans are now hackable animals,” meaning, the

technology now exists by which a company or government can know you better than you know

yourself, and that can be very dangerous if misused.

He predicted that algorithms will increasingly be used to make decisions that historically have been

made by humans, either yourself or someone else, including whether or not you’ll be hired for a

particular job, whether you’ll be granted a loan, what scholastic curriculum you will follow and even

who you will marry.

Profound Dangers Ahead

There’s also an ever-increasing risk of being manipulated by these outside forces that you’re not

even fully aware of. Looking back over the last two years, it’s rather easy to conTrm that mass

manipulation is taking place at a staggering scale, and that it’s phenomenally effective.

As noted by Harari in 2019,  the available capabilities already go far beyond Orwell’s “1984”

authoritarian vision, and it’s only going to become more powerful from here. He’s certain that in

short order, there will be the ability to monitor your emotional state through something as simple as

a wearable wristband.

You may dutifully smile and clap when listening to a speech by a government oXcial, but they’ll

know you’re angry or don’t agree with what’s being said, and could therefore take action against you

based on your most personal, internal emotions rather than what you outwardly express.

Importantly, Harari warned that if we allow the establishment of this kind of digital dictatorship,

where the system, be it a corporation or a government, knows the most intimate details about each

and every person, it will be impossible to dismantle it. Its control will be total and irreversible. And,

Harari believes we may have only a decade, at most two, to prevent this digital dictatorship from

taking over.

Reengineering Life Itself

Harari also discussed the coming transhumanism at the WEF’s 2020 annual meeting in Davos

(above), and in this speech, he went even further. Not only does the global elite have the

technological capability to create a global digital dictatorship, but “elites may gain the power to

reengineer the future of life itself.”

“For four billion years, nothing fundamental changed in the basic rules of the game of life,”

he said. “All of life was subject to the laws of natural selection and the laws of organic

biochemistry. But this is now about to change.

Science is replacing evolution by natural selection with evolution by intelligent design, not

the intelligent design of some god in the clouds, [but] OUR intelligent design, and the

design of our ‘clouds,’ the IBM cloud, the Microsoft cloud. These are the new driving forces

of evolution.”

It’s hard to determine whether Harari is for or against transhumanism. He speaks of it as an

inevitability, and something that can be used for tremendous good. But he also recognizes its

profound dangers, and seems to believe we need to discuss how these technological capabilities

can be used, and whether they should.

In the featured Davos speech, it sounds as though he’s a proponent of this human intelligent design

venture, but in his 2019 interview with CNN, he also stated that “we must never underestimate the

stupidity of humans.” The fact that we have the technology to design new life forms, including new

kinds of humans, does not necessarily mean that we’re smart enough to design something better

than what natural evolution has come up with thus far.

In his Davos speech, Harari also pointed out that science is now enabling us to create life not only

in the organic realm but in the inorganic realm as well. We’re talking about “living” robots and the

like. He also raises the question as to who “owns” your DNA, if it can be charted and hacked. Does

it belong to you, a corporation, or the government?

‘The Days of Free Will Are Over’

Whatever Harari’s true feelings about transhumanism, he emphatically states that the idea that we

have a soul and free will, those days “are over.” In other clips that have been inserted into the

featured video, Harari predicts that in the future, people will be able to look back and see that the

COVID pandemic was the turning point where biological surveillance took over and became norm.

The explanation for how that was able to occur is given by Schwab, who has publicly admitted (see

featured video) that participants in the WEF’s Young Global Leaders program have “penetrated the

cabinets” of many world governments.

In Canada, for example, about half the politicians, including Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, have

taken Schwab’s training. Schwab is all about ushering in transhumanism and changing what it

means to be human, and his minions of global leaders are sure doing everything they can to make

those dreams a reality. This is a dystopian future WEF and its global allies are actively trying to

implement, whether humanity at large agrees with it or not.

Changing What It Means To Be Human

Schwab dreams of a world in which humans are connected to the cloud, able to access the internet

through their own brains. This, of course, also means that your brain would be accessible to people

who might like to tinker with your thoughts, emotions, beliefs and behavior, be they the technocratic

elite themselves or random hackers.

If you believe that your thoughts and behavior are and always will remain under your own control,

think again. We already have the technology to directly alter thoughts, emotions and behavior.

Some of these capabilities are described in a 2021 project report by the U.K. Ministry of Defense,

created in partnership with the German Bundeswehr OXce for Defense Planning.

“ Human augmentation can ‘directly enhance
behavior.’ And if you can change a person’s
behavior in a positive way, you can also control it to
the person’s own detriment.”

The report, “Human Augmentation — The Dawn of a New Paradigm, a Strategic Implications

Project,”  reviews the scientiTc goals of the U.K. and German defense ministries, and they are

precisely what the title suggests. Human augmentation is stressed as being a key area to focus on

in order to win future wars:

“Human augmentation will become increasingly relevant, partly because it can directly

enhance human capability and behavior and partly because it is the binding agent between

people and machines.”

Key words I’d like to draw your attention to are the aXrmation that human augmentation can

“directly enhance behavior.” If you can enhance behavior, that means you can change someone’s

behavior. And if you can change a person’s behavior in a positive way, you can also control it to the

person’s own detriment.

Theoretically, absolutely anyone, any random civilian with a brain-to-cloud connection and the

needed biological augmentation (such as strength or speed) could be given wireless instructions to

carry out an assassination, for example, and pull it off fawlessly, even without prior training.

Alternatively, their physical body could temporarily be taken over by a remote operator with the

prerequisite skills. Proof of concept already exists, and is reviewed by Dr. Charles Morgan,

professor in the department of national security at the University of New Haven, in the lecture

below. Using the internet and brain implants, thoughts can be transferred from one person to

another. The sender can also directly infuence the physical movements of the receiver.

Project Immortality

Historically, the striving for immortality has been a faith-based venture, based in the idea that the

soul is immortal while the body perishes, which is a concept I am in complete alignment with.

Transhumanists more or less reverse this idea. They discard the notion of soul altogether and aim

for the preservation of the perceived personality, Trst through radical life extension of the physical

body, and later through the transfer of brain data into a replacement form.

According to Dmitry Itskov, the Russian founder of the Immortality 2045 project,  only 2% of people

are ready to accept death — a statistic that he uses to justify the search for immortality through

things like artiTcial organs, artiTcial body constructs, the simulation of mental processes and,

ultimately, the transferring of one’s mind into an artiTcial carrier.

The goals of this project include not only the creation of the cybernetic technologies needed to

achieve an immortal body, but also the creation of “a new philosophical paradigm for humanity.”

Schwab has talked about the same thing, using the term “social contract” rather than “philosophical

paradigm.”

The Immortality 2045’s vision, published in 2011, starts with the creation of the Trst robotic copy of

a human body that can be remotely controlled by 2020. By 2025, they want an avatar into which the

human brain can be transplanted at the end of life. By 2035, they want an avatar with a synthetic

brain, into which the human personality can be transferred and, by 2045, they imagine a

holographic-like avatar. Itskov says:

“The aim of the Krst project, known as ‘Avatar,’ is the creation of a robot copy of a human

being controllable through a ‘brain-computer’ interface. When I’m asked to give the gist of

this project, I tell people to recall the Klm ‘Surrogates,’ which depicts a world in which every

person has an artiKcial body that he controls remotely.

The makers of that blockbuster put an accent on the negative side of such a scenario.

Nonetheless, the Klm’s highly graphic demonstration of the idea allows one to get an

immediate sense of what it is.”

Does living through an avatar sound like a life devoid of spirituality to you? Not so, Itskov says,

because by ending our dependency on our physical bodies, “many things will open up spiritually.” I

have my doubts about that, as most spiritual adepts will tell you that being hooked on technology

tends to hinder rather than elevate spiritual pursuits, which are most easily achieved by living

simply, in close contact with the natural world.

I just don’t foresee being able to elevate spiritually when any number of outside parties can access

your brain and dictate what you think, feel and believe. Transhumanists like Itskov tend to focus

only on the perceived beneTts of synthetic life. For example, he promises that his avatars will be

affordable for everyone who wants them, regardless of income bracket.

Yet the WEF has clearly announced that by 2030, nobody will own anything, and while not clearly

stated, that will likely even include your own body. So, to think that your avatar would be “yours” is

probably unrealistic.

Looked at through the lens of the WEF’s Fourth Industrial Revolution, it seems the plan is for the

elite to literally own all of humanity, which will be refashioned to their own liking. And, if people can

be hacked and controlled remotely, then we can be sure they will be. That’s particularly true for

synthetic or mechanical avatars that can’t “live” or remain “conscious” without a cloud connection.

Resource to Understand the Transhuman Agenda — Blockchained

Corey Lynn is a top-notch investigative journalist who covers topics the mainstream won’t touch,

including the transhumanist agenda. On her website, Corey’s Digs,  you can Tnd select chapters

from her book, “Global Landscape on Vaccine ID Passports.”

Chapter 4 in the book is titled “Blockchained,” which explains what digital identity is all about.

Digital ID is not just a piece of identiTcation, with which you can prove who you are. It will collect

and monitor ALL of your data, from your personal Tnances, education, work history, GPS location

24/7, everything you’ve ever typed on your computer, your search history, social media presence,

emotional status and physical biometrics, down to your DNA.

I will only cover a minor part of that chapter here, the part on human augmentation and artiTcial

intelligence (AI), so for more, be sure to browse through her website or, better yet, read her book,

which can be purchased on her site. The digital PDF is only $9.95 and a print copy is $19.95.

Big Data, Data Sharing and AI

Make no mistake, transhumanism is the ultimate goal of the technocratic elite, and both “big data”

and AI are integral components of that. Without one or both of those, the transhumanist dream is

dead in the water. The goal of transhumanism is undoubtedly why there’s been so much focus on

those two areas in the Trst place.

So, remember, data gathering, data sharing and AI are not about making your life more convenient.

They’re to make you obsolete. The intention is to replace you with a synthetic copy of you that can

be remotely controlled.

In 2021, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an

intergovernmental organization that consists of 38 countries that work with various working groups

and policy makers, issued a report on the “State of Implementation of the OECD AI principles.” So

far, 46 countries have adopted these AI principles.

The strategy is to develop centralized repositories of public datasets in each country, and then

enable public-private data sharing to build a vast network where each dataset is connected with all

the others.

Biosecurity Will Be Used to Justify Surveillance Tyranny

Another report, by the National Security Commission on ArtiTcial Intelligence (NSCAI), founded “to

advance the development of artiTcial intelligence” and “comprehensively address the national

security and defense needs of the United States,” highlights the need to combat digital

disinformation and prioritizing biosecurity.

To help with that, a U.S. government-funded supercomputer is being set up at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory under the direction of the Department of Energy. This AI supercomputer can do

more than 1 quintillion calculations per second.

Some of this data sharing is already taking place. As noted by Corey, NATO launched an in-house

biometrics system for data sharing between nations in November 2020, and in May 2021, the U.S.

military merged its biometrics-enabled watch list with the Department of Defense’s automated

biometric identiTcation system (ABIS).

“They are working on multi-modal fusion matching and improving biometric face-matching

capability through AI and machine learning, and have already improved their long-range

infrared cameras,” Corey writes. “Looking toward the near future, they are also focused on

palm print biometrics, faces in crowds, integration to identify threats online, and non-

traditional latent DNA collection.”
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We Need Biometric Privacy Laws NOW

While surveillance science is moving at lightning speed, regulations and privacy laws are trailing at

a snail’s pace. A federal biometric privacy bill, the National Biometric Information Privacy Act, was

introduced in 2020 but didn’t go anywhere. As noted by Corey, it could be resurrected if enough

people speak up.

In the U.S., a handful of states do have biometric privacy laws, Illinois’ being one of the strictest, but

the vast majority have no such protections in place. As reported by Corey:

“The Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA) requires private entities to inform

people in writing that their information is being collected and stored, what the purpose is,

and term for collection and storage, and must secure a written release from the person.

Those same private entities are not allowed to sell, lease, trade, or proKt from a person’s

biometric information. A person may Kle suit at $1,000 for each negligent violation or

$5,000 for each intentional or reckless violation, plus attorneys’ fees and costs. Actual

harm is not required to establish standing.”

Clearly, we need these kinds of protections everywhere, in all states and all countries, because as it

stands, the global cabal of transhumanist technocrats are building a data-sharing system that is

intended to become global. The lack of legal protections against data collection, analysis and

sharing is what allows this reckless expansion of surveillance. As noted by Corey:

“If it’s not crystal clear by now, globalists and eugenicists (sometimes one in the same) are

running the show, and they are working very hard at achieving their ultimate desires of a

controlled human race, evolution of transhumanism with a strong artiKcial intelligence

taking the place of many humans, while they Zy to Mars during their years of immortality,

and observe humanity through endless surveillance systems. But their dream only

becomes a reality if people allow it to.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,807 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The original inspiration for Transhumanism was likely a toy called Mr. Potato Head. The original toy—or at least the one I knew in the

late 1950s—consisted of various plastic anatomical features—eyes, ears, lips, etc—that were stuck onto an actual potato. This “potato

augmentation” parallels the coveted “human augmentation” of today’s transhumanists. The resulting “Mr. Potato Head” didn’t really do

anything, it just sat there. Did those plastic pieces really make the potato more than it was before? Not really. The potato was actually

alive.

Stick it in the ground and new potato plants would spring from it, yielding new potatoes, with potentially many generations of plants

and potatoes following. It’s really quite miraculous. So are we… more so. I don’t think “human” represents our Tnal or ultimate

identities; it would then follow that there must be a trans-human state. But anyone who thinks that this is a matter of technological

improvement, or that the ideas of Transhumanism are viable… or even sane, could quite possibly have mashed potatoes between their

ears.
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It's that idea that came from Nietzsche, the pseudo-Nihilist, of the "Ubermensch" and "Untermensch," concepts that "Santa"

Klaus Schwab, as scion of his N.A.Z.I. family, would of course be completely familiar with, as well as having coined the phrase

"Fourth Industrial Revolution," the latter two words of which were substituted for "Reich" (and not as in "Robert"), as in The

Fourth Reich. You see, Hitler lost but the N.A.Z.I.s won. Or so they think.  For a clearer idea of this read "Also Sprach

Zarathustra," or "Thus Spoke Zoroaster," by Nietzsche: The Übermensch is a concept in the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche. In

his 1883 book Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche has his character Zarathustra posit the Übermensch as a goal for humanity to

set for itself.

The Übermensch represents a shift from otherworldly Christian values and manifests the grounded human ideal (Found at

Wikipedia): Contents 1 In English 2 This-worldliness 3 Death of God and the creation of new values 4 As a goal 5

Re-embodiment of amoral aristocratic values 6 Relation to the eternal recurrence 7 Use by the *** 8 Anarchism:  The term

Übermensch was used frequently by Hitler and the Nazi regime to describe their idea of a biologically superior Aryan or

Germanic master race;[15] a racial version of Nietzsche's Übermensch became a philosophical foundation for National Socialist

ideas.[16][17]

The Nazi notion of the master race also spawned the idea of "inferior humans" (Untermenschen) who should be dominated and

enslaved; this term does not originate with Nietzsche, who was critical of both antisemitism and German nationalism. In his

Tnal years, Nietzsche began to believe that he was in fact Polish, not German, and was quoted as saying, "I am a pure-blooded

Polish nobleman, without a single drop of bad blood, certainly not German blood".[18] In deTance of nationalist doctrines, he

claimed that he and Germany were great only because of "Polish blood in their veins."
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D arzoum - Yuval Harari is Mr Potato Head - he's the avatar of the Potato Warriors - what he needs is a NEW BRAIN - that would

make his head complete
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Perfect. But WEF, Schwab Potatoes are Rotten Potatoes, in the end they cannot yield new potatoes. Anything we can do or Tgure

out how to do without feeding the Predator$ no matter how small keeps things moving in a better direction.
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"... what he needs is a NEW BRAIN - that would make his head complete." Caulifower should work,

www.pinterest.it/.../517280707173230166
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David; I think I see a lot of "Potato Heads" when I go shopping! "Stick it in the ground and new potato plants would spring from it,

yielding new potatoes, with potentially many generations of plants and potatoes following." No plastic parts necessary!
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In the article it states, "It’s hard to determine whether Harari is for or against transhumanism." Also the article mentions, "Yuval

Noah Harari, a Klaus Schwab disciple... a top advisor to Schwab..." The crux of the relationship btw Harari and Schwab is

apparent to anyone who gives it a cursory investigation... but the moderator/censors here will not allow it to be spoken or

written. True investigators, however, dig to uncover truth wherever they Tnd it, regardless of political or emotional correctness.
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Sad to say the potato heads rule.
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Do Not Comply. The outliers will hunt down the Davos group.
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Governments, The USA, England, Canada, etc; are looking to go tp plastic money, (credit cards), to do away with paper and coin

money. The Trst reason is obvious, the next is to track not only you, but your spending habits. In this way you can be cut off if

bills are not paid, a felon on the run, an enemy of the state, etc. You will not be able to buy food, gas, etc. In the future you may

not be able to buy food if you are not inoculated for whatever, (or any), reason they so decide. This is really serious and when,

not if, it starts to be made into law, you may want to consider not to allow it to happen.

If by some chance the sheeply allow this law to pass, you can save whatever bills and coins you may have to show to your grand

and great grand children. For the present currency will only be found in museums near the dinosaur bones. The future may

come to stealing, arm robbery, murder, identity thief, card duplication, etc. Who knows? I do not. I feel it will come to it. It is

already starting to happen in Britain.
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Thanks for the laughs.
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Ice Age Eugenics and Bioelectrical Graphenation/5G War/Famine Theatre Now.Info |                                              |  THE FIFTH

COLUMN [www.laquintacolumna.net  ] - La Quita Columna website translated into English

www-laquintacolumna-net.translate.goog/?_x_tr_sl=es&_x_tr_tl=en&am..  There are now over 6470 videos on BitChute warning

informing about the GRAPHENE in the INJECTIONS  www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  

 COVID VAX INJURIES  www.bitchute.com/COVIDVAXINJURIES  |                                      | Another One Of The True Purposes Of

COVID Has Just Been Revealed: The Virus Hoax Was A Trojan Horse To Usher In A Surveillance State

allnewspipeline.com/Bringing_On_The_Surveillance.php
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Graphene oxide is a semiconductor. It crosses the blood-brain barrier. What more do you need to know? I am perfectly content with a

slower lifestyle that is not machine-interfaced. The talk about a wristband... I doubt it. More likely to be an implant or something in

your bloodstream. The elites deTnitely do not want something reversible or something you can take off and disconnect from. As for

cell phone surveillance, I don't have one and am often outside of cell phone range. I am too dumb and clumsy to use a cell phone

anyway--not interested. A lot of the mind control has to do with frequencies and the water in our bodies as a biological liquid crystal.

This will be sold to the public as an opportunity and convenience. It may also be promoted in some way as a "fashion"? It that were all

it is, I could live without a tv, computer, dishwasher or some insignia used as a status symbol. Left to my own devices, I could care less

about what idiots do as long as they leave me to my own devices and do not interfere with my life. The problem is, they do not see it

that way. They believe that what is theirs, is theirs to own, and what is mine, is also theirs.  I am not so sure the megalomaniacs will be

as successful as they believe they will be. In their arrogance, they underestimate the power of nature.

At some point, nature may simply decide to wipe the earth clean of these hybrid humans. For any number of reasons. Altered genetics

are not stable, for one thing. No part of the body works in total isolation from all other parts, either. With all the information now

available about the vaxines, I conclude any person who chooses to be jabbed must either be in denial of suicidal. No doubt, we will see

another 'Age of Darkness" if the "cult" is not brought to justice before they gain even more power. I just hope it will not last another 900

years. What has taken millenia to build can be destroyed in a day.
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Almond-I totally agree with everything you said. The sad part is the sheep are slowly being lead to the slaughter, blind and in

denial, refusing to listen to the truth. Now that we are “mask free” in IL except in medical facilities, so many of our younger

people continue to wear them (some even outside or driving alone in their cars). What that tells me is how easy it was for the

Evils to manipulate mankind. When this mask mandate Trst started, I thought to myself there’s no way people are going to stand

for this for very long; this is America and we were raised from day one be “free”. Boy, was I wrong.
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The "sheep" clearly do not care about being led. In fact, many want to be led. It seems to be something in their DNA "leaders"

know. We are like the few sheep/cattle that happen to escape on their way to the slaughterhouse to hopefully hide and survive.
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I believe the Reset will occur and collapse in a few years. Not a prophet or psychic. More like someone predicting the stock

market or weather. I could be wrong of course. The collapse will come from inside disunity among the elitists (like the Tower of

Babel) or some glitch in their centralized control system with minimal backup (refecting their lust for control and hubris), or a

combination of the two. The people outside the system will rejoice as it collapses. The elitists will mourn as they lose a lot of

their goodies and power. But those who have bent the knee to the tyrants will be dead meat. They won't be able to live

independently.
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Agree, we will see in a short time, David Martin already predicted Big Pharma may be quite smaller entities by 2026.
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rensmith... I think the key, here, is to hang on and survive in the meantime.  Consider this--one of the most valuable groups of

people in a grid-down society of the multiply vaxed will be the unvaxed lactating mothers who are passing natural immunity on

to the next generation. They may be the salvation of the human race.  Man has forgotten the basic tenets of "real" science that

have been known since the beginning of time. Good soil is fundamental to survival. Man can only survive with good food--and

that comes from the soil. The Native Americans and the early settlers knew they had to either burn Telds (biochar) or move on

every couple decades if they wanted to remain healthy.

Even in the Euphates delta, people understood that life was good where there was lots of rich silt for farming--and that was

where the birds and animals were, so that was also good for hunting and herding. It is not always the collapse of technology

that destroys a civilization, but the in appropriate use of it. Underlying all life is the health of the soil and wise agricultural

practices. Societies will not thrive on ersatz food. Already, we are seeing IQ points fall by 3 points every decade. That alone tells

us that those households who are food independent and produce their own healthy food have a survival advantage. However, as

the African proverb states, "When elephants Tght, mice get trampled." It will be important to stay off the beaten track and too
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insigniTcant to draw attn.

We have a very high standard of living even if have little to faunt. Very little of it has to do with having a lot of money. We have

no food shortage at our house. Our used clothing is much better than what we see many people on the street wearing, now that

their clothing is wearing out and diXcult to replace. Much of our furniture is beautiful antiques that someone discarded and I

reTnished. It is more about resourcefulness, ambition/initiative and taking advantage of opportunity WHEN it is avail.
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rrealrose and all... One enlightening thing coming out of this big mess is that we are learning which pharmaceutical companies

are corrupt and which are extremely conscientious and ethical. Also, the value of compounding pharmacies which need to be

protected. You will know them by the fruits of their labors... Any time a govt proposes a mass-medication program, be rightfully

suspicious. Your common sense should tell you there is no medication suitable for all persons of all ages and conditions.  There

is always a proTt motive or agenda attached.  Anytime a govt promotes regimentation of the entire population, it will not be in

your best interest.
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Martix...  Vakzine Machst Tot...   Vakzine Machst Dumm ...   Vakzine Machst Häftling...
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Elites >> leaches.
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Watching the international news has been incredibly frustrating. it seems a number of men with dementia and/or personality

disorders are screwing things up badly. Perhaps a totally unconventional solution is the only thing that will save us. it is time for

them to step down and let the grandmothers of the world address the major problems we face. Not building more destructive

weapons and Tghting each other, but feeding children and creating a healthier and better world.
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People confuse AI with expert systems. If you know all the questions in advance and then gather all the answers you can make a

system that looks like it is thinking and a genius. See Philosopher Searle. He showed the impossibility of computer or mathematical

algorithms to be able to become self conscious. The MIT AI department has been a grand failure. Remember 2001 and Space

Odyssey. Computers were to be able to start thinking by then. Dr HArari or whatever is a history professor. He makes reference to

Darwin and natural selection. That theory has been destroyed for over 50 years. See Barbara McClintok and jumping genes, or Denis

Nobel or Lyn Margulis . Even Dr Malone the inventor of rna vaccine talks of Darwin.

Had he understood that evolutionary biology is very complicated, the Weitzmann barrier has been broken - rna can travel back into the

nucleus he never would have taken the vaccine. DNA is only the building blocks, the environment can tell how to put the blocks

together in billions of different ways. Dr Morgan was so excited with his experiments. But the experiments do not show how the brain

makes the brain waves. It is quite fascinating to copy the brain waves and then to see those wave cause certain motor functions. Dr

Morgan saw how through psychological conditioning memories could be implanted in the brain and he saw they could be erased at the

hypothalamus.

But the brain is not so simple as he could not implant memories. He really does not know how the brain works. For 50 years

neuro-scientists have said that they would Tnd where memory is and how it works. They have failed. The latest is that it is set of

neural pathways. We should not fear that AI will allow computers to be come conscious and takeover the world. We should not fear

that scientists know how the brain works and will be able to control your mind, destroy your soul. We should fear expert systems

replacing jobs even doctors. We should fear totalitarian control - biological implants.
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There is no such thing as an "expert system". All are fallible.  There is not even an infallible foreign language translation system.

Have you heard the joke about a foreign language student who went to another country and was discouraged that he could not

communicate with the local people? He lamented, " I memorized all the responses, but they never asked the right questions." If

the popups on my computer screen are any indication, the AI is completely clueless about me.
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Totally agree with you.
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Since it is possible to see what parts of the brain light up according to certain emotions, a bunch of nano implants could

observe human emotions as they occur. But forcing or preventing them is another thing. I have heard a bunch of BS from

psychiatrists. Claiming they were experts who could predict crimes before they occur--giving them legal rights to lock up the

law abiding without due process. In the name of health and public safety. Back in 2017 they had all this stuff by shrinks on TV.

Saying the reason people commit violent crimes or commit serial killings/mass shootings is always "severe mental illness"

which must be treated, by force sometimes, with "safe and effective treatments" which cause minor side effects such as

neurological damage, autoimmune issues, and heart problems. The drugs work by making people tired and numb. They destroy

the ability for empathy and override normal inhibitions. These drugs do not prevent violent crimes or help people think more

rationally. They don't make individuals more loving or industrious. And they kill you 25 to 30 years early. I wonder what the link

between psychiatry and transhumanism is.
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"Claiming they were experts who could predict crimes before they occur--giving them legal rights to lock up the law abiding

without due process." There was a Tom Cruise movie in 2002 called "Minority Report" which did exactly that. Art imitating life, or

would it be life imitating art?
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Thank you for your comments.
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to cite Harari as the head of the new science Tctionn branch of the WEF is alarmist - Harai who is the regular keynote speaker of the

Davos Crowd and keeps his position {and generous payments} this Davos disciple tells the elites that their imaginative {such as it is}

wet dreams will be realized - Harari is the cheerleader for the megalomaniacs - hyperbole is his stock in trade - the Nazi Schwab and

his acolytes lap it up - this fantasy of SLAVERY FOR ALL is what the oligarchs want to hear - talk about being part of the choir !! -

Harari likes to bring a few caveats into his gibberish in order to show himself as a "Man of Science" who represents both the cutting

edge of scientiTc investigation and also cautioning against its success to back every outcome and protect himself from allegations of

human stupidity, if this program proves {like the false pandemic} to be unrealizable - typical academic strategy to predict every

possibility - so if it all FAILS Harari is covered - this is standard academic DISHONESTY - Harari is selling a bad product - possibly he

knows this - but Davos money is too good to refuse - the Davos Crowd love and adore him because he reinforces their aberrant

fantasies -

I have listened to him a few times and remain unconvinced by his predictions - this is fodder for the Davos Crowd so that these crooks

can feel important and capable of redirecting the human experiment and SECOND GUESSING God - I don't buy into this claim of

inevitability - freedom is too precious a human aspiration for these midgets to destroy - the technological advances will sour the social

contract and leave the populace dissatisTed and rebellious - their DAVOS tiny brains have not studied the roots of revolution which is

food scarcity - in reply to Harari's assertions I say that the Davos Crowd are stirring up the human spirit in ways that this professor of

history has not interpreted - Harai is a bad historian with his failure to recognize the historical precedents
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stanleybecker, thank you for standing Trm on your viewpoint re: Harari. Initially I'd believed that he was against the Davos

agenda and genuinely attempting to issue a grave warning about humans potentially becoming 'hackable animals."

 Unfortunately, I now have to concur that it appears that Harari is on board with Schwab et al and working to demoralize

individuals and brainwash them into believing the inevitability of the Machine taking full control. - More than in any time, we

need to protect ourselves from these insidious attempts at brainwashing. Since I know that you like Bob Dylan, here's a link to

one of my favorite Dylan songs: "Trust yourself." https://youtu.be/8oZYl1acLbs  "Well, you’re on your own, you always were In a

land of wolves and thieves Don’t put your hope in ungodly man Or be a slave to what somebody else believes Trust yourself And

you won’t be disappointed when the people let you down. "
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How is it the more I learn the more I realize how much I don't know? How is it these birds Think they have learned a little bit of

something & go on to believe they know it all? All of life Is subject to the laws of natural selection & the laws of organic biochemistry,

subject to the cycles of Creation. We can correct our own behavior & search out the ways to help each other fulTll our needs without

feeding Predator$, or eventually Creation will correct it. Just remember the last time was a massive worldwide food. Science cannot

replace evolution by natural selection with evolution by the digital because the IBM/Microsoft cloud has no intelligence, it is just a

collection of information, and, at best is just a sliver of information compared to the Tree of Life recorded in the DNA no matter how

much human thoughts can be collected.

The whole of life in Creation communicates with each other & the DNA turns on & off depending on the messages from this whole.

What good is the predator$ cloud if all information generated for any use by a general slave population, is the information the

Predator$ allow or what they want to hear. Nearly everything thing these birds have done so far or have done for centuries interferes

with our ability to connect to the Natural World, they are anything but spiritual, unless it is spiritual darkness, in the end, negative, to

ultimately nurture & nourish "unintended consequences." The whole question who “owns” your DNA points to the problem of the

Predator$ who falsely believe everything is theirs, & theirs alone.
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God, the Creator, has the Tnal Word. As many scientists have realized.
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"All of life Is subject to the laws of natural selection & the laws of organic biochemistry, subject to the cycles of Creation." This

STATEMENT is FLAWED . While chemistry is a vital part of life processes, such processes do not completely follow the laws of

chemistry.  Mental and psychological phenomena is not totally attributed to chemistry. Electromagnetic properties of human

physiology are largely ignored, unrecognized, and/or unused by most allopathic physicians and career biologists.
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steve - these airheads have the power to destroy - this destruction becomes the basis for creation - with DNA transcription if the

process is faulty you have cancer and other inTrmities - the code is broken - the Davos Crowd are ignoring these known

problems that maintain the homeostatic balance - they are putting a spanner in the works because these mentally deTcient

crooks want to believe that they are driving Mankind over the cliff of survival and this is advantageous to themselves
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This is the point, there is more to us than what these birds want us to focus on, thought, memory, so much about us has drivers

to such things that no matter how much we can discover, there seems there is always another layer beyond our abilities to

understand. Yup, Stan, destroying seems to be the Predator$ concept of creating. While all things must pass, it should be on

their own terms, not interference from Airheads. Their ability to destroy apparently gives them a false sense of superiority. Big

deal even if they could be implanted into chips and "last longer" so what, eventually they would pass anyway. Even the stars die.
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I can think of a few ways to hack humans, Yuval-- just that it wouldn't be quite the hacking you had in mind. Oh, and you can go Trst!
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Norman Bates also loved to hack humans. Sounds like he and Yuval Harari have a lot in common.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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Let's recap. Yuval Harari, 83 year old Klaus Schwab's 40-something year old guru, is a vegetarian/vegan. Hmm! Another well-known

vegetarian tyrant was Adolf Hitler. Perhaps both are lacking B vitamins and other essential nutrients obtained from meat. Just a

thought. If the Young Leaders program is such a success, why are the "elites" going after each other now in Ukraine?  Of course, they

are killing and displacing the prols, I get that.  Still it does seem to be a waste unless you own a reconstruction company, which

Blackrock may. When the happy day comes, when the elites rule, how will the elites choose the most elite among themselves?

 Perhaps they will repair to the Cleveland Museum of Art to borrow jousting suits of armor on display, then mount their respective

horses and lance each other until death.

Back to the Future, eh? The World Economic Forum, given those in the audience [Biden and a movie actor?], seems to be a grand scale

exercise in masturbation. You don't even have to be a "critical" [whatever that means] thinker to realize the hoax. Just walk away. p.s.

Every notice that these self-proclaimed "public" intellectuals almost always pose themselves before shelves of books?  Haven't books

been rendered obsolete in the digital age? Reminds me of the lines: "For like a parrot he was really dense. He always knew the words

but never knew the sense."
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stanleybecker
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well said - they are on the road to nowhere - and Zombie Culture is following them DOWN !!
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hitler was not a vegetarian. I still have relatives who lived back then and can remember his reign of terror.
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DeeCee2
Joined On 8/14/2021 8:57:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those of us who've watched the original Star Trek will note the warnings of our best science Tction writers and the series

creator/writer, Gene Roddenberry, on the devolution of intelligent life into various dead ends--brains without bodies manipulating

trapped human / humanoid slaves--civilizations that grew so 'intelligent' that they destroyed themselves. See also the 1950s Disney

Tlm, 'Forbidden Planet' and what happened to the Krell. We are going down the same road. Whether AI will ever be real is one thing, but

ML--machine learning--is here. And the unbounded amoral lust for power of the Klaus Schwabs, Bill Gates, and many others will turn

advances into tyranny.  I have a solution for the next Davos crowd but it would get me booted from here.
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The one thing missing from AI is morality.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's as if the Davos crowd watched the Star Trek episodes about the Borg and thought, "Neat! If only we could turn humanity into

a hive mind and become the queen." That creepy, pasty-faced lady who says, "I bring order from chaos." Only they have to create

the chaos too.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone can see the obvious contradictions, right? Some large number 700 (?) executive jets bringing the elite directly to

annual Davos meeting, and their super-yachts burning through fuel like nobody's business. Yes, an energy crisis because its

being hogged and burned at an alarming rate by world elites!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

MGM, not Disney. My favorite Tlm over the decades- until I found out how Cyril Hume's screenplay had been modiTed by two

Tribe members [Block and Adler]. Mr. Hume had a son Lincoln who was was a classmate in 1956 and told me about his father.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The one thing missing from AI is mortality.
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chiffonoh
Joined On 11/22/2014 7:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since these narcissistic sociopaths are so enamored by technology, it’s time they make a spaceship to Mars where we can send the

whole lot of them there on a one-way big adventure.
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Or download their consciousness into a computer cloud and leave humanity alone.
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chiffonoh, My thoughts too - send them to Greenland to watch the glaciers melt. Or to mars - as they only seem to know how to

destroy this planet.
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sam3716
Joined On 3/1/2022 5:46:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Trst part of such a trick is to show that its possible, then that its likely, and lastly, when you’ve swallowed the Trst two, that its

inevitable. Yuval is warning and bait at once, a wriggling Tsh, or a lure to be alert of, he smells of inevitability and their job is half done.

 Psycho babble Tsh listen to every language of the beautiful human, because they cannot hear their own soul whispering, and would

steal yours, your innocence.

And you like every child exchanges innocence for experience and ends with nothing much in his hands, an education into trickery and

selling distractions, or afraid and untrusting, and both of you are easier to control. You will have to discover your freedom to defeat

such monkey see monkey do tricks on you. You will have to see if you have the guts to throw these fat controllers out. Gamblers, the

game just got interesting, it is your innocence against the best evil geniuses of the world and a fair number of supporting stooges who

are along for the ride, not realising they soon become expendable too
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Excellent comment, Sam, puts it all into perspective: "Monkee see, monkee do."
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Great to see some of Dr. Mercola's spiritual foundation. As I see it, a spiritual awakening is needed on our part. Human

consciousness is connected to God's consciousness and a part of it, but sleeping. Our waking up and our courage in doing so

are the direction of the good future.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pie in the sky. This is all wishful thinking. Computers and electronic equipment don't last forever any more than human life does. Your

average computer has a far shorter lifespan than your average human.  Dreaming about it is not the same as achieving it. "They"

always say the new age is just around the corner, and "they" never turn the corner. The search for immortality is as old as humanity.

The Trst Emperor of China killed himself by ingesting mercury meant to make him live forever. Even if humans could have perfect

health and be young forever, they would still die in wars, accidents, foods, storms, etc. This, too, shall pass.
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Of course, the good stuff is nonsense. But how many will be tricked or forced into drinking mercury mixed into kool aid before

this stops? The damage they have done and will do is vast indeed.
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forbiddenhealing
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Are you "Roundup ready"??? Cuz we are and have been "rounded-up" like cattle by an elite that "really" knows what's good for mankind.
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DavidC55
Joined On 11/22/2020 4:29:12 AM
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What I think is the better new paradigm is (or should be, if the scientiTc mainstream wasn't ignoring it) that of wave genomics (wave

biology), as discovered by the truly brilliant scientist Dr Peter Gariaev, who is sadly missed: https://youtu.be/4iNP-cljvUo  And look at

the work of Drs Glen Rein, who proved that DNA can be altered by thoughts alone, and the growth of cancer cells inhibited, and Luc

Montagnier, who proved that information is stored in water. All this shows that energy comes before biology. Hopefully this science

will be used for good one day. We could imagine the possibility on the horizon that any corruption of the human genome (say, by fake

vaccines) could be reversed by wave genetics, using remedial information carried on laser beams (comfort for those who have been

hoodwinked/coerced).
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Well, I hope Im not around (alive) when all this AI and human augmentation takes place. I've already had enough with the idiots like Bill

Gates that think they know more than God. They can't even get a vaccine right. How stupid is a world that got duped into taking these

mRNA jabs? When we have history reminding us that coronavirus vaccines inevitably fail due to ADE and yet we blew it off. These

people like Gates and Fauci are so arrogant they either don't care or they think they really are smarter than the previous scientist that

tried and failed before them to make a coronavirus vaccine. Now we're going to trust these same idiots to turn us into transhumans?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Microshaft is writing code to build an OS that will be the software to the microchip hardware...what could possibly go wrong!!!

They haven't even been able to come up with computer software that works without "glitches" - in decades! I won't even use

their garbage OS on my computer. Do you think I want it in my body?!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 8:08:47 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mRNA jabs are linked to transhumanism. But nobody knows.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith; I've known, from the very beginning. The Gene Editing shot that 'they' called "gene therapy" (in order to make it sound

like a good thing), was a dead giveaway for me! I do my research/due diligence; and it doesn't take me very long.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 6:21:33 PM
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What could possibly go right!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 12:35:05 AM
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the information; it is a valuable source, as always. I wonder how these psychopaths will reach their goals if people

remember that humans have immortal souls? It is a saying: you can break my bones, but you can conquer my soul if I do not let you do

it. Of course, some people will agree with globalists' plans until they see what it is about.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The masses will be lining up for this "technology".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 7:08:40 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The masses WILL line up for technology. They have been taught from pre-school that all technology is progress, an

improvement. Got to have the latest and the greatest. They don't have enough money to Tll their gas tank but all that really

matters is they have the newest iPhone. Fortunately, those who grew up before all this nonsense can see the truth. But we are a

dying breed. The best anyone can do is resist and just say NO!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BrianAllen1, speaking from those I know personally o�ine, the Boomers are the worst as far as unquestioningly lining up for

shots. All Boomers reading this, please don't get angry. I speak from limited personal experience and the folks I hang around. I

live in a red state and very conservative, small town. I've been able to convince some Gen X to reconsider these shots. My

minister's wife won't get the booster after talking to me. But my parents and others think I have some strange ideas. "If we had

rejected the polio vaccine, we'd still be having lots of crippled kids or people stuck on iron lungs.

Why are you opposed to the wonders of modern medicine? It's a blessing from God." In their defense Boomers are high risk.

Lost an older friend to the Delta variant and they blamed her refusal to take the clot shot. Of course, the Delta was so deadly

because of the leaky vaccines instead of becoming less lethal as viruses always have. (Spanish Flu.) Thank God for the

Omicron. Despite the science guys' best efforts to keep the scamdemic going, the natural order prevailed.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because a human-being can be hacked, doesn't mean they are animals. Calling a human an animal allows for THEM (Yuval Noah

Harari, Butt Schwab, etc...) to remove what little moral Tber is left holding them back from committing evil on a massive scale. THEY

have already given up their soles and are the real animals.
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Human globalists are extremely hackable. They will need bunkers to hide from the population who will hunt them down and cut them

up into little pieces. Then sell the meat to the fake meat sludge manufacturers.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 9:37:31 AM
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always demand real meat sludge!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/17/2022 1:02:45 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is artiTcial intelligence creative? Computers can be programmed to perform many functions, people can be tracked and manipulated

to act in a certain manner, but to my knowledge, creativity comes only from within the natural, unadulterated brain. Many advances

come from someone looking outside the box and being innovative. Can a computer do this?  Once again, I say that we must add the

"Right to Privacy" to the Bill of Rights. We have the right not to share our personal information and thoughts with others.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's okay for the transhumanists. They hate creativity and humor since they are diXcult to predict and control. They also

despise empathy--considering it a nonessential quality. Both creativity and empathy would give us an edge career-wise in the

internet age, but our would-be transhumanist overlords want to abolish both. They'll decide what humanity needs and does not

need. Say "Hello" to your creepy robo-nurse Sophia. Earn enough social cred and you may be allowed to rent a sex bot.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 11:53:17 AM
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The time is near for those who are awake to this madness to band together and exit the matrix. Build communities and they will come.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 6:11:48 AM
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes ScanKat :) Amplifying that message!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 8:13:13 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trying to do that where I live. As good a place as any. Sending out a print newsletter to communicate with neighbors. They can't

cancel or take that down. Using more decentralized technology. And old school stuff.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/16/2022 11:55:42 AM
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Stargazer0405
Joined On 11/2/2021 8:19:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The way I see it there will be a divergence in humanity. Those who buy into the system for convenience and those who who live outside

of it for freedom. Yes the internet and tech can be useful but I don't need it to survive. I look forward to throwing my phone in a lake

somewhere. I need food security and that can be established for away from the internet and money. I have been planting food in the

national forests for years. I'm working on creating community o�ine with local food producers, removing my dependence on their

system as much as I can.

Free will can only be taken if you engage with the system. Do everything you can to eliminate their points of access. Most importantly

Tnd like minded individuals in your own community and build something outside of it. Knowing is half the battle but most aren't willing

to give up their creature comforts to remain absolutely human. I refuse to live in fear of anything. They prey on humanity's fear of

death but death is never the end . Many blessings 

🙏
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One thing all Covidians have in common? They all watch TV for information.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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National Forests are managed by the United States Forest Service, a division of the United States Department of Agriculture.

Many other countries also have national forests, e.g., Canada, India, New Zealand, and similar services in the UK. The word,

managed, was made real when I observed a helicopter spraying something on a forest in western Washington state, USA. I

asked the homesteader whose 40 acres was bounded on three sides by national forest, what are they spraying. She replied,

herbicide. She also said that she had written a letter to threaten a lawsuit if any of her goats got sick as a result of eating

sprayed vegetation.

She demanded that the sprayers stay away from her property. The helicopter didn't come close to her homestead, and her

property was mostly on a southern slope of a mountain top. From what I've read, Canada is no better. India is sometimes worse

in its inhumanity to the indigenous, often excluding them from their ancestral lands in favor of wildlife which generates tourist

income, e.g., tigers and rhinos and elephants. India is not unusual in that regard, and many indigenous have been forced out at

gunpoint, beaten or shot on sight if they are caught in forbidden "national forests."
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jjo06787
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These so called "geniuses" forget that God is in control. And they are just stupid to think the world is 4 Billion years old! (ha) They are a

joke, and their technology is a joke. It's only as good as the person writing the code... The hubris is unbelievable!
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relyingongrace
Joined On 3/16/2022 5:50:01 AM
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It is truly intriguing that they want to replace intelligent design by our creator with “intelligent design” from human

understanding. But when you take God and the evidence of his created and intelligent design out of the equation and people

make themselves gods, this is what you get I guess!
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM
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Remember the day Pr Reagan was shot: General Alexander Haig: "I'm in charge now!"
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM
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"You will be dead; own nothing; and your simulation will perform for its overlords, behaving as if it were happy."
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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You mean, behaving like a trained puppy?
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juststeve
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You must have read the Tne print.
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Siggysauer
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Reminds me of those “sci-T” movies…maybe they were preparing us for the future.
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Easy to appear happy since the WEF freaks don't know what happiness is. Though if you see one smile you wish he hadn't.

Gates, Schwab, Soros all have creepy smiles.
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From the New Oxford American Dictionary: "soma: (in Aldous Huxley's novel Brave New World) a narcotic drug which produces

euphoria and hallucination, distributed by the state in order to promote content and social harmony." The word, content, there

has a noun deTnition as follows: "a state of satisfaction...." When "content" is used as an adjective, deTnitions are as follow: "in

a state of peaceful happiness" and "willing to accept a particular thing; satisTed." A thought about soma came to mind when

reading about Klaus Schwab's plan, "...you will be happy."  Apparently, Schwab's plan for his desired future cloud-connected

former humans is that they will own nothing, rent everything, and be happy, anyway. Maybe something like soma, a narcotic

drug, possibly also addicting, is also in that plan. Maybe that drug is already in some people. That would explain a lot, no?
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM
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Arguably, we have been 'hacked' already by the manipulation many experience from media and social/peer pressure. Most people don't

think for themselves anyway unless forced to do so, and prefer to be given soft and easy options. They become sheep-like and can be

persuaded to accept almost anything - if told it's good for them, regardless of the actual facts. The pandemic proves conclusively that

this can be done on a global scale. It sets the stage for the next major human 'hack'. So, Schwab, Harari, Gates and all the others

simply want to 'program' us further, to remove any possibility of dissent and free will.

We are to be programmable 'slaves', hence the meme 'you'll own nothing, and be happy'. It is exactly as George Orwell wrote in 1984.

Big Brother is watching you - non-stop surveillance and control.  History shows us clearly that mankind is far better at exploitation and

destruction than anything else. So, we will probably blow ourselves up in a nuclear war before the Reset happens. Is the ghastly

alternative really worth surviving for?
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pattope
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This satanic cabal has NEVER implemented any program that has been sustainable. Neither will this "hacking" of mankind and other

organisms turn out right. Satan wants to imitate/counterfeit God and what He has done. However, he has to use what God has

ALREADY created to do so. God SPOKE the world into existence from NOTHING. He has maintained the creation actively. The Bible

does state that this world and creation will be totally destroyed and God will create a new one. I used to wish that the good of

humanity's creative actions could be saved. Now, I see that the world is SO depraved, that all of it MUST be destroyed, as God will do.
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Moderna has never produced a vaccine - PTzer has paid billions in felony penalties - and yet they are the "authority" on what is

good for Mankind
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Unredeemed man has always positioned himself in partnership with the god of this world, the spirit of lawlessness that is at work in

the sons of disobedience! The rebellion is that, we can exalt ourselves above God and be like Him. These men under the possession

and oppression of the wicked one, have a lust to be like God, and they want to deconstruct man and rob humanity of what he was

created to be…image bearers of the living God, a reality that the wicked one HATES. But their plans will ultimately fail! His kingdom will

come, His will shall be done, on earth as it is in heaven. Make no mistake about, those who have faith in Christ, the anointed one will

have an eternity with Him. Those who do not are subject to eternal destruction. Look to Jesus my friends and be saved. He is the only

hope.
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Some of them are open practicers of witchcraft. Such as Bill Gates. Technology and magic are both means of control. Makes

sense that megalomaniacs would combine the two. As a Christian I believe magic is real but dangerous to the soul. Technology

can be too. Something a lot of us refused to think through. The Amish could teach us a lot.
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relyingongrace
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This is a well put together article! I would say, that they have actually already done all of the legwork in order to connect the human

mind to a hive, as dr. Carrie Madej has shown us in her videos…(one is on deep roots atone.com) - Especially the one on a human 2.0.

Just Google that term, and much will come up that will be a very educational. As another subscriber mentioned, it will likely be an

implant, which they have already done if you listen to madej (above) and Red Voice Media and the doctors that they have had on the

show that have whistleblown what is actually in the Gene modiTcation V’s and studies that show what the Hydrogel lipid particles, the

hydroparasites, the self assembling nano technology, and the like are intended to do in allowing the person to become a trackable,

traceable, mind read, belief system affected, owned individual.

So, the leg work is already done, and the Internet already exists with the 5G making it all possible! The interesting thing is that if you

watch the Amazon prime originals, UPLOAD and THE FEED, you will get quite the view of what they want to do. They will always tell you

what they want you to know ahead of time, as you can learn in a documentary entitled “out of the shadows” and another entitled

“pervywood.” I could never have imagined anything quite like this. I would encourage people to research, and to become aware of

these additional things, as it will put it together in your mind like never before.
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plav1951
Joined On 8/19/2021 3:54:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just looking at people now, I believe transhumanism is already here. Start with covid - these trans believed all the lies and allowed

themselves to be injected with poison. They now crave their fourth vax whilst still wearing their masks. Now we have a war in a

country that few, a year ago, could Tnd on a map. Relentless govt propaganda has reduced these trans into having their daily two

minutes of hate for Putin whilst having no idea what the war is about. Average bleak future ahead. I'm quite pleased to be 70!
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australian or Canadian police force certainly did not look or act human.  It was diXcult to see their faces behind the masks, but

they were close to robots or "professionals" hired to disperse crowds.
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

plav1951: Just because you don't know geography doesn't mean that foreign countries don't exist. You are repeating Russian

propaganda. Hitler also spread propaganda with excuses for his invasions. DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RobinLillian, you need to show your support for the brave Ukrainians by fying overseas and Tghting alongside them. Otherwise

you support Putin and are LITERALLY HITLER. Ad Hitlerium Reductium.  Remember to get boosted Trst! And mask and socially

distance when you Tght. The TV says you should.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel for the people of both the Ukraine & Russia being ruled over by megalomaniacal creeps & fools, serving even worse creeps

& fools, & with a lying media fanning the fames. I refuse to listen to their garbage & only want to hear from those we know there

directly, & even then we might not get the truth the way the world is today, where transparency & doing right makes you a target,

& there is no long distance privacy.  People like the ones this article is about have manipulated them all into a bloody mess to

reorganize the world to their suiting, like they did the Ukraine in the Trst place.

We know people on both sides of that mess, & I pray for their safety & protection while the 'big boys' play their games to 'raise

markets' and make money on the suffering of others, & to forcefully relocate & transplant more people who wouldn't otherwise

be 'displaced'.  Ireland's paying people to house immigrants, & they & several nations are talking of seizing property to that end.

 So much propaganda & lies.

So much real suffering. And those responsible sit high & dry, & apparently squeaky clean. God sees, & for these things judgment

comes & does not sleep. Please pray for the people of both of those nations & particularly the Ukraine because they need an

excuse to prolong this moneymaking & convenient war....and we fear a false fag w/all the predicters they keep foating. Protect

the innocents & children, do not let them be used as stage props in body bags for those desiring 'world outrage'.
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Anais17
Joined On 11/7/2021 5:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There has been a document on the UK government website for about a year now. It’s called ‘Human Augmentation – The Dawn of a

New Paradigm’. There is even reference to a moral obligation to augment people in the national interest. This may explain why the UK

government is presently tinkering with the Human Rights Act to make national interest a priority over individual rights. Like most, I Tnd

it enormously sinister.
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Joeyglo
Joined On 2/17/2022 9:27:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Man makes their plans and God laughs.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, absolutely. Very often I read comments here that show such utter ignorance, my breath stops. Like this man, wondering

why the elites are Tghting in Russia vs the Ukraine. There are no excuses for such ignorance. Whatever I know about God this

guy shall be annihilated, he should know better. The elites are not Tghting with each other, they create the war to feece the

taxpayers to enrich the military industrial complex. How do you make money with peace? Not easy. Wars are very proTtable,

they are a transfer of wealth mechanism from the peasants (taxpayer) to the military industrial complex. Easy, fast money.

Health is the same. There are no money in health only in sickness. All my injuries are iatrogenic without exception. I know their

game now and they cannot get me anymore. God laughs at the losers, Zionists and their followers.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they say Christians are irrational for believing in God. Men who want to use technology to pretend to be God ~ is "The Great

Reset". They're not God.
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We already have lots of people under control. Just try talking to a person on drugs for bi-polar, OCD, and the like. Boy, are they "out

there." The ones I know ran right out and got the covid shot, without thinking. They think drugs are the only answer to problems. It is

hard to Tnd friends who aren't wacked out on a psych drug, in my state anyway, which I believe has the highest per capita for

psychiatrists.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psychiatry is a myth. All they do is to give you pills.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Used to be that way. Till I read books by Peter Breggin, Thomas Szazs, Terry Lynch and William Glasser. As a psychiatric

survivor this is too familiar to me.
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4given70x7
Joined On 8/4/2021 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can do only what God Almighty permits & they cannot get into who we truly are as we are God’s creation, made in His image &

likeness. Those crazy’s think they are gods.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Enlightened with JP videos and Dr. Mercola's articles - two shining beacons that have helped me get through the past two years!
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Yer-All Horror-i" and his handler, Klaus Schwab ("Q-Tip!") look like a couple of slimy parasitic helminths-- Quick, get the Ivermectin,

before they infest every last inch of the planet!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum, "Mashed Potatoes" is Joe Biden! In human form. "The Big Guy" of Ukraine! The master puppet of the pedophilia movement

along with his lap topped son. The illegitimate Resident who one month has a full set of hair; the next month, male-patterned

baldness! An actor, nonetheless! But still very human.
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rakey64
Joined On 11/26/2010 10:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, I do not see enough brave and strong people in this world to stop this. The number of people that complied to all the illegal

demands being made on them over the last 2.5 years and really for decades, tells me that we are already highly controlled and

manipulated against our will. Right now it is the "Pure Bloods" the ones that have refused so-called vaccines over the years and

especially the covid injection and including those that refused to take a test with a swab shoved up their nose, they are the ones that

might be un-effected at this point and will be able to stop this, but the evil that surrounds us will Tnd a way to get control of us against

our will too!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My proven FACTS are .....there is NO Covid....no omicron  and many other auto=immune diseases..... But the Medical people treat what

they have been "TOLD TO 'TREAT' ......Most are suffering from RF Poisonings.....from this covid scam to fu to common colds...many

rashes ....some cancers and i believe some arthritis..... Radio Frequencies from radio-- kilohertz to megahertz to 2,3,4,5,Gs at higher

megahertz to gigahertz .... RF Radiation has been proven countless times of killing ....killing single cell to living human tissue .....RF

Radiation has been used to vapourize rock....people by the billions are totally 'In the Dark" when it comes to RF Poisonings...and each

is different...and has different effects on different people..blood types , activities, body chemistry ,. and there is a very long list of

things RF Radiation can do to people..or bugs or birds nor animals or ang living thing.....WAKE UP!!!!!!!!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nichola Tesla warned of using higher frequencies as its danger to living tissue........these are FACTS....but no one wants to

understand the TRUTH...the actual Proven FACTS......simply because its "Inconvenient" ....in order to understand what this is

.....people need to understand the power behind EMF or Radio Frequencies ....and the way it works ....but its diXcult for most to

grasp the understanding of RF because one needs to THINK....and I am not going to waste my time attempting to teach it as

most are too busy watching TV or gaming or chatting on some 'social media' to understand what they need to know... That's one

of the reasons I live in and on MyMountain.... So I can look out over 'Educated People" and know how really ignorant they really

are....as they wander around with a rag or mask over their stupid faces and roll up dem-dar sleeves so some mindless idiot can

ram an injectable in their arms..and hold their screaming kids so they can watch the kid die....to get a Jab.......stupid people....

IDK, but I might need to add more Tltering to my air supply to remove the stench of a billion rotting

bodies....EWWWWWWW..won't be long...you all will be dropping like fies.....morgues and now a booming business.....Funerals

often....the Obituaries are betting bigger..by 2025 a couple billion will have croaked .... www.youtube.com/watch
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sign the petition that America's Front Line Doctors has to stop experimental forced vaccinations at

stopmedicaldiscrimination.org/home#70e6fd07-bde5-4b32-87f8-16b43017c40..
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KingaBarry0
Joined On 12/8/2019 10:27:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Predictive programming: Superman, 6 Million Dollar Man, Batman, Wonder Woman. Didn't we all love these shows/movies?
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don2084
Joined On 11/15/2018 8:56:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Days of Free Will Are Over’ Whatever Harari’s true feelings about transhumanism, he emphatically states that the idea that we have

a soul and free will, those days “are over.” THIS IS ABSURD AND IS NOT TRUTH...WE HAVE A SOUL, WE ALWAYS HAVE AND ALWAYS

WILL...THAT CANNOT BE ALTERED...AND WE HAVE FREE WILL. THAT CAN ONLY BE ALTERED BY OUR OWN CHOICES NOT TO BE

AWARE OR NOT TO MAKE WISE DECISIONS. THOSE DAYS ARE NOT "OVER". WHAT HE SPEAKS OF WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO

TRANSPIRE. YOU CAN BET ON IT!
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually the “animal” here is Harari. And that would be the animal of The Jackass. The rest of us are not animals. We are a much

higher life form called Humans, created in God’s own image. Animals are to be eaten and provide food sources, used for clothing and

accessories, do heavy workloads, provide entertainment, and companionship after being trained and domesticated. They are also to

be appreciated as part of God’s clever beautiful design. Old Yuval here is actually Tubal, as in Tubal Cain. And that in and of itself

explains his origin and thus hatred for God and His appointment for Man.
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Featherstone
Joined On 2/21/2009 3:12:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is Harari legitimately warning humanity or is he practically bragging about what he as part of WEF, is avidly bringing forth? Labeling

Harari's speech a warning is far too generous, imo. He's not admonishing people to defend against anything; he's just telli ng them

what WEF & Co are going to do. I believe Luciferians are required to do this according to their "scriptures". These globalist

megalomaniacs always warn humanity of what they are about to roll out; as they did with Event 201 which was a "drill" for dealing with

a global pandemic; a pandemic which coincidentally started shortly thereafter. Such "warnings" could very well be construed as an

underhanded "heads up" of their plans. Schwab more recently "warned" of a coming "cyber pandemic" when he told of "Cyber Polygon"

a drill for cyber attack. www.tweaktown.com/news/80493/cyber-polygon-worldwide-drill-right-now-f..  Guess what we're in for next.

https://youtu.be/0DKRvS-C04o  Can 't say we haven't been warned...
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

patriotunitednews.com/pTzer-ceo-states-fourth-controversial-jab-of-va..  You need a 4th jab because the Trst 3 did not work. How

gullible are you?
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Katiecc22
Joined On 3/16/2022 12:44:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, the demon possessed cult leaders want to play God. They think they are the ones who know what is best for ALL of humanity. They

are the cancer that is eating this world alive. Somehow, someway, this cancer needs to be cut out. I don't want to live in a world run by

these demons. I can already see its not a good life to live. Ironically so many of these old, Globalist leaders are facing their own deaths

and are terriTed, They will do and try anything to hang on, but, just like everyone else they will die and turn to dirt. A Tnal cleanse is in

order and hopefully coming soon.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see you do not know anything about cancer. Cancer is always there for a reason. Cancer cannot exist in a healthy body. Cancer

can only kill the unhealthy. I saw the power of this pristine energy that runs everything during a botched childbirth. I had the

most perfect natural labor, the midwife did everything under the sun to speed up my perfect labor to go home (coached pushing,

breaking the water, genital “massages” and so forth). My cervix was severed in half among many other lacerations, lost liters of

blood. I survived all this without any treatment.

I made a horrible mistake to trust this degenerate midwife instead of my own body and this pristine energy bailed me out

anyway. Injuries like mine are not survivable without treatment. Yet, I survived. Good people make mistakes. If this energy sees

promise in you, it will bail you out in the most unbelievable circumstances. You cannot kill what this energy has decided to save.

This “cancer” can only kill the unhealthy, not the healthy. Now is the time to make a choice, whether you will support truth or

perish.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are listening to a lecture and pretending to like it, even though you do not, you are already subhuman, nonhuman, transhuman, or

whatever the terminology is. Such people deserve to be implanted with garbage. I do not like deceivers.
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WEF’s Young Global Leaders, who are they? A partial list... en.wikipedia.org/.../Young_Global_Leaders
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for posting this, conTrms my suspicions. Tulsi Gubbard is the one talking about the bio labs in the Ukraine. They are all

crooks and setting us up for failure. The political system is a fraud. Left and right are just garbage to deceive the peasants with

fake Tghts. We are on our own. From now on I am not voting for anybody, only for constitutional amendments and such.

Worthless garbage politicians.
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These elite groups can easily be chopped up into tiny pieces and made into fake meat sludge. It would be so much fun to hunt down,

maim, and then released for another fun round of 'go Tsh'. It would provide hours of entertainment and fun. These crazy people must

think that they would be free to walk this earth. No, they will be feeing for their lives. They must live in a bubble; thinking we the

people will allow them to do this.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is insane, hilarious and has failure built right into it. There is a higher state and it has nothing to do with anything the human mind

can conceive of and that is what I give myself to. I refuse to give energy in the form of fear or anger to this ridiculous hubris of human

insanity.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TLDR: It would appear that the power addicted 'elite' families, are in desensitised withdrawal, thus are deranged, so are making a

desperate power grab, via this NWO plot. The snag is that hubris or desperation can lead to mistakes and failure, including the fall of

many civilisations. | The 'elite' have obviously been trying to quieten their power cravings by increasingly beast like behaviour, like

documented by the Marquis De Sade, even to Adrenochrome cannibalism, possibly originally from Edomite psychopaths, but the

desensitisation keeps growing! | 'Elite' families eventually collapse to ignominy because of growing defects in their genes, caused by

their vain obsession with inbreeding to retain money and power, and to hide their growing depravities.

This eventually leads to increasingly ugly features, falling intelligence, and/or genetic defects like Haemophilia, etc. So, they all

eventually fall, to be replaced by genuine leaders and/or other psychopaths. This happened to most of the Aristocracies and

Monarchies centuries ago. These families can only survive for long periods by having *** children who are conditioned to the ugly

family values, but the risk is that these bastards will rebel e.g. as Diana Spencer and her son Harry had!
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hhlucia
Joined On 3/16/2022 11:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part of the trans humanism agenda involves a social credit system which can be implemented by the use of this Microsoft patent,

possibly in conjunction with vaccines: patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&tab=P..  Microsoft owns the

patent and also Tled for international patent rights in June of 2019. Basically, it is a method to collect data (through cell phones, smart

watches, etc) about a person’s activity and brain activity and then to monetize or de-monetize accordingly using cryptocurrency.

In the description tab for the patent it says, “fMRI may use a magnetic Teld and radio waves to create detailed images of the body (e.g.

blood fow in the brain to detect areas of activity).” fMRI technology can also create a rough depiction of what you see (your eyes

become a camera). This is not just theoretical - they were doing it at UC Berkley 10 years ago! https://youtu.be/6FsH7RK1S2E

 Vaccines could be a vehicle to inject infrared microdots (among other things), some of which would end up in our brains, which could

then be used in conjunction with the patent which speciTcally mentions infrared and optical sensors.

New technologies go far beyond surveillance though. Millions of federal dollars were spent to develop optogenetics: the technology to

turn brain receptors on and off using light. Brain receptors are responsible for making us feel things like pain, pleasure, joy, fear, and

desire. Real life example with a mouse: https://youtu.be/FlGbznBmx8M  How it works: https://youtu.be/D_9rdj4SJrc  ...did you catch

the part about using a virus to smuggle opsins into cells??!! No made-up coronavirus conspiracy theory here; this video was posted 3

years ago!!
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do believe that technology could be made to better the lives of MANY, imagine if we, as a race, moved FORWARD with the

understanding that ALL life is signiTcant and deserved to be preserved, and that we should work with the CREATOR instead of at ODDS

with HIM??? This idea holds sooooo much more possibilities of a real future than the mindless position of the Globalists who are

hell-bent on Tghting HIS law until death.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is make believe - the German people were told Hitler loved dogs and children - the Mass Psychosis reassures those with

doubts - propaganda
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like it or not, GOD will have the Tnal say and HELL does exist even if you do not believe.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listening to this guy speak many thoughts come to mind... First thought is that he's a nutcase who has left all sanity behind, he just

didn't take a bite of the apple, but ate the entire core as well. That said, I do agree that technology has advanced to the level that

hacking a person is not only possible, but probable in the near future especially with the current leadership worldwide allowing its

unrestricted (moral & ethical) advancements. I think the possibilities for combining technology with humans who CONSENT could be

exciting if the right perspective on humanity was kept during the process. Perspectives like respecting religious beliefs, individuality,

human rights, choice to continue living/dying naturally, etc...

With all of the advancements in technology that this nerd gloats about, you'd think he would come up with a more advanced/elegant

solution than just barbarically murdering millions (depopulation) who don't agree with the direction of the 4th Industrial Revolution.

They claim to be GODs, but don't have the power or brain capacity to preserve life as it is while advancing their agenda. They are also

incapable of seeing life's true beauty, which would bring them contentment. Instead they are at war with everything Natural, or with

God Himself and what HE has created.

Their clear discontent for life as it is, has them on a crazy train racing on unTnished tracks (His quote from the video: “normally

hacking leads to the POSSIBILITY of engineering”). Hacking could also just lead NOWHERE, leaving nothing behind, but death in the

wake… Doesn't sound so intelligent to me or very God like. A true intelligent solution wouldn't involve mass murder, or getting rid of the

extra parts they can’t get to Tt their design, but would include something for everyone. Do people living naturally really pose a threat to

the Globalist agenda??? Just another symptom proving THEIR insanity and their thirst for death...
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why do you qualify your "excitement" with the inclusion of CONSENT - the Globalists despise humanity and reject CONSENT
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Men cannot handle that much power in their hands without abusing it. None.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I partially agree. THEY despise us all. I am simply painting an alternative picture for those who only know of the picture painted

by the elite. The elite paint a picture where mass murder is a necessary evil to achieve their utopian society. Which a utopian

society that is achieved by oXng mass amounts of people is no utopia by deTnition. I was simply giving the reader an

alternative picture to ponder for those who have yet to choose a side. I was also stating that working with God would get us

further as a whole than working against HIM which is TRUTH. Both pictures painted might be semi fairy-tales... BUT, in the end

of this age/season, GOD (God's Law) will ultimately have the Tnal say. What's good for GOD is GOOD for me... This is not a

fairy-tale, one day God and HIS creation will be in harmony.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are parallel human vs. Bizarro World societies now inevitable? What if Silicon Valley censorship were eliminated or at least neutered

by returning to an equal playing Teld? Meet Jason Fyk whose lawsuit discerns and dissects the two-faced fallacy of Section 230. IF,

the courts should declare Big Tech cancel culture unconstitutional thereby returning diversity of perspectives to public discourse then

even the sheep will be tasked with making decisions outside of the shallow well of Big Brother propaganda.

 www.bitchute.com/.../1w4lkIETd6Nk
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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epi-cure - yhou're asking for court proceedings that are not CORRUPT and you ignore the dogmatic "never give an inch"

personality of these GREEDHEADS
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Stan, ever the realist, aren't you. I wasn't ignoring them so much as giving them the day off so I could dream a little. Sure, the

odds are reminiscent of David V. Goliath that the latter will get Fyked but I'm nutty enough to believe that somewhere out there

are still a few remaining not bought and paid for judges. Admittedly I gave his compelling arguments a hasty listen .
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this so called great reset on humanity was so advanced to better humanity: would the only motivating factor be MONEY. Think of all

the true scientist who spent their lives working for the betterment of ALL while living frugally and in the end, donating their work or

getting little in return.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humans are (by and large) too stupid to use their intelligence intelligently. In the end the Great Reset will fail, because the creators

ignored human nature and the controlling elite will Tght among each other. Humans have never been able to live in peace with each

other because of their ability to hate, not found in the animal kingdom. The sufferings caused by humans can probably only be

stopped by exterminating us and it seems we are well on the way of doing just that.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My cat is not altruistic but she can't hate either. Any "grudges" are simply memories of pain or danger that they use to avoid

future threats.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From what I've read and observed, animals can and do hate and hold grudges. For example, in a book, The Secret Life of Cows,

by an English organic farmer, Rosamund Young, she wrote, "Cows nurse grudges." "Cows take umbrage." "Cows can be

aggressive." I've experienced hatred from dogs, one of which bit me. The animal kingdom has its share of hatred, even among

their own kind. I saw a nanny goat attacking a pet runt disabled goat, and the nanny goat was intent on killing the pet goat. I had

to put the pet goat back into its house to save its life. The pet goat's owner hadn't warned me not to take the pet goat out into

the yard to get some sun. Humans are by no means of which I'm aware unique possessors of hatred or love or selTshness.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully the hackers of the future will program the AI beings to turn against the globalists and eliminate them. Assuming that a few

humans were able to remain 100% human.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the globalists will turn on each other after conquering the rest of us.
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lpga2021
Joined On 5/2/2021 10:36:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our entire govt. is corrupt and on the take.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our federal government is run by a bunch of Judases. All of them are it seems. But I doubt Schwab will get the warm welcome

he expects when he "offers" to save us.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever wonder if or how much direction the regimist obtain from novels and movies. There have been so many that parallel this agenda,

Westworld, Futureworld, Terminator and one I cannot recall the name of that is the exact script for today. The giant screen, the

monitoring of life and thought’s, who would wed and bare fruit. Maybe Hollywood is to blame for all our mindless dictator’s. Some here

were even referring to tatter heads which I guess we are now. I recall the original used real taters to build the (?) and not all were

perfect personalities.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just posted the same idea. Terminator, Matrix, Avatar. Hollywood is instructed on what to show us. It’s a big game to them. Like

hide n go seek. They put it in our face laughing that we won’t believe this to be our future. Two others come to mind; Soylent

Green and a Twilight show titled To Serve Man-
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Miss_Lara
Joined On 2/1/2011 4:45:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Idiocracy crossed with Brain Candy.... god I hope someone knows BOTH of these Tlms*crosses Tngers*... they are SO

relevant.... especially in the sense that they are comedies. Black comedies... but none the less, it Is better to laugh! If we can't

take them serious, they lose all power...
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their plan will fail. Eugenics, relabeled genetics, was, is and will always be a pseudoscience. Their (genetic) manipulation of crops and

animals failed so now they move on to humans. Because they do not heed any warning signals and, like in any totalitarian state, the

feedback mechanism does not exist so this will self-destruct. The real question is: how much damage will they do and how many

victims will they make?
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It ‘may’ fail; but at what state will humanity be in. They could end up altering things so we end up living in the direction of “Back

To The Future II” … on a poop tangent. And, unlike the script, there is no going back to rectify things.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There will always be “pure bloods” those who aren’t vaxx’d and live off the land. They like those before will migrate and

repopulate the planet. Never fear, we are resilient!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GhTnn, as a Christian I wonder if divine intervention may come, not just to stop the evil but repair and heal the damage.

Revelation and other prophecies are hard to interpret. But Revelation 13 says 2 things not hard to miss. Don't get any mark or do

any other thing required to be a part of the global system. Also, it will end in 42 months.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever wonder if or how much direction the regimist obtain from novels and movies. There have been so many that parallel this agenda,

Westworld, Futureworld, Terminator and one I cannot recall the name of that is the exact script for today. The giant screen, the

monitoring of life and thought’s, who would wed and bare fruit. Maybe Hollywood is to blame for all our mindless dictator’s. Some here

were even referring to tatter heads which I guess we are now. I recall the original used real taters to build the (?) and not all were

perfect.
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2Colette
Joined On 4/12/2013 6:11:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps it is the opposite. The script writers get their ideas from the globalist agenda and sit back to see how their audiences

will react before they move on to the next phase.
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janetr
Joined On 5/2/2009 6:43:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very interesting. Quite scary .. but good to be informed.  Thank you.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Harari is the most arrogant POS I’ve ever heard. What could possibly go wrong with his Satanist agenda? The end of the world? As the

old guy in the hold of the Exxon Valdez said as Kevin Costner dropped the fare into the hold in “Waterworld,” “Thank God.”
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arnold Schwarzenegger in Terminator 2 Judgment day
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kara224
Joined On 2/17/2022 7:16:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "SO"smart,who swear their control,along with culture of dismiss,Enough too erase the common mankind,and think they will

control,law and liberty,will never touch eternal,spiritual life.All their science can be annihilated by the push of an Atomic-Button...The

power they think they control,is only enough to build platforms,that can DIE...the moment they DIE,they`ll be penniless,like the souless

bots,and have to answer to the BEING ,they don`t believe in..Grace is a bestowed power,that only works with Love and faith.With no

faith,you have no grace,without you got nothing and it`s the eternal gift.......Thats Free.......
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elixir.can
Joined On 6/24/2014 2:44:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is an interesting article to read, headlining: The World Economic Forum wasn’t simply the brainchild of Klaus Schwab, but was

actually born out of a CIA-funded Harvard program headed by Henry Kissinger and pushed to fruition by John Kenneth Galbraith and

the “real” Dr. Strangelove, Herman Kahn. This is the amazing story behind the real men who recruited Klaus Schwab, who helped him

create the World Economic Forum, and who taught him to stop worrying and love the bomb. . .

unlimitedhangout.com/2022/03/investigative-reports/dr-klaus-schwab-or-..
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you heard of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe? A lesser known work by C.S. Lewis is called That Hideous Strength.

The villains in that novel act so much like the technocrat/transhuman bunch in WEF and WHO. The organization is called NICE.

Set in then-modern England in the 1950's. A group of wealthy, connected megalomaniacs combine magic and technology to try

to conquer the world. The villains are so much like famous celebrities. Mr. Withers is dr. Fauci. Prof. Frost is Klaus Schwab.

They have all been corrupted into mere caricatures of themselves.
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

William Henry puts a Tner point on transhumanism or skingularity, and the natural, pure and organic human path. Worth reading.  

www.williamhenry.net/2021/09/hope-being-a-pure-and-holy-human-in-an-un..
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joy316
Joined On 5/1/2009 9:38:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psycho/sociopaths are a clear and persistent danger to humanity. They are broken beyond repair and they must be isolated and

carefully guarded to prevent them from implementing their diabolical scenes!! 

🤬😡
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We humans should get used to the idea that we are no longer mysterious souls. We are now hackable animals." (Harari) Yuval and

Schwab are in bed together, the former a PR front for the WEF to lend false assurance of respect for ethical and political (but obviously

not spiritual) issues that comprise the stock-in-trade conceits and deceits of bought and paid for intellectuals. Hook yourself up to

Neuralink, you slimeball.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hear in his statement anger against God and people who know God. Like he is saying, "That spiritual connection you people

who know God have? I am going to eliminate it and take it away from you ~ because I don't have it". Basic envy.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, interesting, just watched that video two days ago from JP. Still not saying the real names who's behind it. Well it's a start.  Rgds
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veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I for one, am grateful to be living in these times. This is better than a movie, we have evil globalists, (Satan’s army), who have an evil

plan, to take over the world, and create a new human race, against a “helpless human civilization? Come on guys, are we helpless?

What could be a better plot than that? I can hardly wait to see how it all plays out. So, no..I’m not busy stockpiling food and toilet

paper...or preparing myself for the apocalypse, because I refuse to allow them to program me into being afraid, and accepting this

narrative. They can never succeed.  In the Bhagavad Gita, the Lord says,” Undoubtedly, the indwelling soul is imperishable and

indeTnable, but the body is perishable.

O Arjuna! Defend and Tght. Both are foolish, those who think the soul is capable of killing, and those who think the soul can be killed,

because the soul does not kill, and no one can kill the soul. For the soul there is never birth or death. Having once been, never does it

cease to be. It is unborn, everlasting, eternal, and ancient. It is not destroyed even when the body is slain. Just as a man puts on new

garments, leaving old ones; similarly, the embodied soul takes on new physical bodies, giving up old useless ones.

O Mighty-armed Arjuna! Even if you think the soul will constantly have birth and death, you still should not lament. It is certain that

after birth, death is inevitable, and after death, birth is bound to occur. You should not lament over the inevitable. O Arjuna! Before

birth, all beings are unmanifest. They will become unmanifest again when they are dead. They are manifest only in the intermediate

stage. What then is the point of lamentation.? Maybe Klaus should read the Gita. He doesn’t know he is immortal already.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Lethal-Dose Experiments of the COVID-19 "Vaccine" and 5G Rollout | FTW Project - March 17th, 2022

 www.bitchute.com/.../4qPZTa1xwqi4  COVIDBC Hi. We are TEAM COVID BC, a team out of Canada that shares 100% UNCENSORED

COVID VACCINE INJURY FOOTAGE on a Telegram channel. We are slowly adding all of our videos to our Bitchute channel. We are
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doing this with one goal, to spread massive awareness and help wake people up. Please check out our videos and help share them.

We post insane footage daily. We just shared more footage of Angelo, the boy that can no longer speak after being injected with

PTzer’s poison. Another video shows a guy being carried away from the mobile vaccination clinic in a body bag. Our team puts up

thousands of permanent stickers every week all over Canada. We are all on a mission to wake others up. Thanks. COVID VAX

INJURIES www.bitchute.com/COVIDVAXINJURIES
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Vladimira, they have it covered. Post-vax deaths are related to Covid infection and post-vax illness (injury) are "Long Covid". The

vax is not responsible for anything other than "protecting you from severe illness or death". Evil idiots!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.renegadetribune.com/fauci-this-would-not-be-the-Trst-time-a-vacci..  From Da horese mouth
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are going to blame HIV to Covid, not the vaccine. This is so obvious, sir.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My proven FACTS are .....there is NO Covid....no omicron  and man other auto=immune diseases..... But the Medical people treat

what they have beeen "TOLD TO 'TREAT' ......Most are suffering from RF Poisonings.....from this covid scam to fu to common

colds...many rashes ....some cancers and i believe some arthritis..... Radio Frequencies from radio-- kilohertz to megahertz to

2,3,4,5,Gs at higher megahertz to gigahertz .... RF Radiation has been proven countless times of killing ....kill;ing single cell to

living human tissue .....RF Radiation has been used to vapourize rock....people by the billions are totally 'In the Dark" when it

come to TF Poisonings...and each is different...and has different effects on different people..blood types , activities, body

chemistry ,. and there is a very long list of things RF Radiation can do to people..or bugs or birds nor animals or ang living

thing.....WAKE UP!!!!!!!!!!!  ..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummp......appears that there are from .02% of earths people.. Jews. Kinda makes one think .... Hummm.......Blackrock CEO is a Jew

as is Facebook and Vanguard google owners and www.renegadetribune.com/yes-jews-really-everything
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some Jews are not taking it anymore, even Zionists in Israel.  

www.lifesitenews.com/news/doomed-to-fail-senior-israeli-immunologist-b..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL......just mire rhetorical chatter from Jews....  lifesitenews ???  yawn......just more trash
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems to me one of the future pandemics will be small pox. The CDC has been stockpiling this vaccine for years. I doubt they will

release real small pox. Maybe another psyop by the mainstream media complete with creepy videos, pictures and sob stories. The

time is now whoever has access to this vaccine stockpile to analyze the ingredients. I think they will use the same trick, the vaccine is

the bioweapon, not the virus. What leads me to believe this, they are talking about bio labs in the Ukraine, so it is easy to blame Putin

for causing another lab “leak”. Also the Zionists are on a short schedule, I doubt they want another year of “warp” speed. They want

something that has been there and act fast. The small pox vaccine can be deployed very fast as it is already there and obviously the

evil ones will line up to take it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

apps.who.int/.../retrieve
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ice Age Eugenics and Bioelectrical Graphenation/5G War/Famine Theatre Now.Info March 16, 2022 at 5:18 pm Another One Of The

True Purposes Of COVID Has Just Been Revealed: The Virus Was A Trojan Horse To Usher In A Transhumanist Surveillance State

allnewspipeline.com/Bringing_On_The_Surveillance.php
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jsmauldin
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:01:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They "installed" a software "system" and the "software" to drive it in BILLIONS of people who were vaksed. If you read Moderna's or

ProfUSA's sales literature about their real-time health monitoring system, they explain in detail the technology. DARPA worked for 4 or

more decades developing mind-control methods and DARPA is involved in monitoring the millions who got the stab 24/7 for two full

years. So anyone who got the jab will have their every movements monitored and reported in real time, right down to when you eat or

have sex!
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ewwww.
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lmzane3641
Joined On 6/18/2014 10:18:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s all so depressing.. day after day.. so what can I do about it? I just want to live out my days in peace .. seems that is not happening..

how to Tght against this.. lose everything we have worked for all of our lives .. ? I m so discouraged.. the the part 2 plus years .. I have

reached my limit .. so so depressing constant you will be a robot slave and make no decisions for yourself and own nothing .. not a

world I want to live in or my family ... it’s very sad .. God help us
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AboveItAll
Joined On 3/16/2022 7:41:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is to get depressed about? That there are criminals in the world? All you can do today is the same thing you have done for

the rest of your life...  that is to live a HUMAN life. If anybody takes that away from you, during your LIFE time at least, it is not

because of them that you have lost it. It is on YOU, that has GIVEN it to them. The world is a great place. When you are feeling

overwhelmed, turn off the TV and computer and get back to your HUMAN roots.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Imzane, all true and I think also true that it's a good time for spiritual work and waking up, connecting with others, telling the

truth, Tghting the good Tght, that the old days of business as usual are gone and won't come back, and that the gift and

opportunities are today and ahead of us.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm only 48 but I expect to die soon after the Reset. But I will die unaltered. Unlike you I have only my aging parents and a cat. No

property to conTscate--except my parents' homestead where I'll try to grow food till they kick us off. I imagine they'll just shoot

us. I can't survive foraging in the woods, but others can. They'll outlast this nightmare. And they can have children.
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1digger
Joined On 7/26/2011 10:30:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imzane You stated "God help us". He is the answer, the alpha and omega; he's in control even when the world isn't and his word

can help all of us to deal with the known and unknown. Putting our focus on him helps us keep perspective by being centered in

his will but if we focus on the spinning world, it's like an out of control carnival ride that while 'fun' at the beginning, makes one

want to give in and throw up or worse. That's what these elite's want the public to do, shut up and obey or face the

consequences according to your 'social credit score'.
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2Colette
Joined On 4/12/2013 6:11:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The tracking bracelet is being used by thousands of health conscious individuals. It is called a Ttbit.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Schwab is 83, is he really relevant? He and his old wannabe dictators will be gone soon enough. Younger people don’t buy into his

none sense.
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DeeCee2
Joined On 8/14/2021 8:57:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Schwab, Soros, Gates, Zuckerberg, Buffett and the like have built organizations to carry on without them. The idea is to liquidate

their machines after they have departed to meet their Maker, who was defeated by the Archangel Saint Michael. That is our

task.
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That's why he and his friends and a daughter are training young global leaders to continue developing and implementing their

plans. Adolph Hitler wrote a book, Mein Kampf (My Plan), Trst published on 18 July, 1925. The *** were not and are not limited

to Germany.
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"But their dream only becomes a reality if people allow it to.”. Have you gone outside and looked around at the zombie masses? They

are already "allowing it"! As long as the legacy media exists; we have no hope of waking up the sleeping hordes! The Great Reset is

being rolled out at breakneck speed. The WHO is in the process of taking over and controlling the global "health care" system! I saw

the fall of humanity coming, many many years ago; ever since the Bible was removed from the schools and replaced with books on

homosexuality and satanic colouring books! What's not to understand? What's transpiring right now, is all covered in the Bible -

whether you believe it or not.

Book of Revelation; Chapter 13. I believe that in/on the right hand, is a matter of semantics. Thousands of people already have the

microchip implanted into their hand, between the thumb and foreTnger. I think we've all heard A.I. "speak"! "The Mark of the Beast The

second beast was permitted to give breath to the image of the Trst beast, so that the image could speak and cause all who refused to

worship it to be killed. And the second beast required all people small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on

their right hand or on their forehead, so that no one could buy or sell unless he had the mark—the name of the beast or the number of

its name.…".

Remember billy boy's patent; Patent WO / 2020/060606...coincidence? Also; the dye used in one of his "patches", called Luciferase. Of

course; all the "fact checkers" will tell you that it's a lie. How about a government source?

www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/science-research-biologics/lucife..
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First rule of biblical exegesis: the Bible is self-deTning & cross-referencing. Only one is perfect. Another rule is that if the plain

sense makes sense, seek no other sense. They're on their way with their Tlthy, greedy dream, but as others have already

commented: God has the last say. We're all still here, & this is not that Tnal, though it's looking like we're in for another rough

season. Bill's not a pope,a vicarious Christ;& I doubt very seriously that he has a drop of Jewish blood in him: the Jews would

never receive him as their Messiah w/the world.

The idol is going to be the idol shepherd of Zechariah 11 KJB.  I don't think it's the man of sin or idol shepherd, either, but Rome

already has a robotic priest...albeit a pretty clumsy, corny one for now.

 www.popularmechanics.com/technology/robots/a26698/germany-robot-priest..  Ezekiel 9 & Revelation 7 cross-reference

when the remaining Jews who mourn & sigh for the sin in the land are marked by God, tho what Daniel & the 3 Hebrew children,

& others spared thru that Trst judgment by Babylon, experienced then will look like a stroll thru the park compared w/ what

transpires between Revelation 7& 14 when every single one of those 144,000 Jews have been martyred & are safely in Heaven,

along w/ the 2 witnesses of Revelation 11 KJB .

 Ezekiel 10, when the glory of God was removed from Solomon's Temple before the judgment came, cross-references with 1

Thessalonians 4 when the glory of God which resides now in corruptible vessels of clay, the born again temples of the Holy

Spirit & new creatures in Christ is removed, that corruptible Tnally made incorruptible.

Ephesians, 1 Corinthians 3&1 Peter 2; 1 Corinthians 15 KJB; And also 2 Thessalonians 2: when he who now letteth is taken out

of the way. Those of this age in that body in which there is neither Jew nor Gentile, but Christ all & in all (Gal 3, Colossians 3),

have entered into rest: but there remains yet a rest for the saints of God. Hebrews 2-4 KJB
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"Fill their faces with shame, that they may seek thy name, O Lord. Let them be confounded and troubled forever; yea, let them be put to

shame and perish: That men may know that thou, whose name alone is JEHOVAH, art the most high over all the earth."    Psalms 83,

verses 16 - 18 KJV
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I Must Tell Jesus Elisha A. Hoffman, 1893 I must tell Jesus all of my trials, I cannot bear these burdens alone; In my distress He kindly

will help me, He ever loves and cares for His own. Refrain: I must tell Jesus! I must tell Jesus! I cannot bear my burdens alone; I must

tell Jesus! I must tell Jesus! Jesus can help me, Jesus alone. I must tell Jesus all of my troubles, He is a kind, compassionate Friend;

If I but ask Him He will deliver, Make of my troubles quickly an end. Tempted and tried I need a great Savior, One who can help my

burdens to bear; I must tell Jesus, I must tell Jesus: He all my cares and sorrows will share. What must I do when worldliness calls

me? What must I do when tempted to sin? I must tell Jesus, and He will help me Over the world the vict’ry to win.
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◄ Psalm 139 1) O LORD, thou hast searched me, & known me. 3.. art acquainted with all my ways. 4For there is not a word in my

tongue, but, lo, O LORD, thou knowest it altogether. 5Thou hast beset me behind and before, & laid thine hand upon me. 6Such

knowledge is too wonderful for me; it is high, I cannot attain unto it. 7Whither shall I go from thy spirit? or whither shall I fee from thy

presence? 8If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there. 9If I take the wings of the

morning, & dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; 10Even there shall thy hand lead me, & thy right hand shall hold me.

11If I say, Surely the darkness shall cover me; even the night shall be light about me. 12Yea, the darkness hideth not from thee; but the

night shineth as the day: the darkness & the light are both alike to thee. 13For thou hast possessed my reins: thou hast covered me in

my mother's womb. 14I will praise thee; for I am fearfully & wonderfully made: marvelous are thy works; & that my soul knoweth right

well.

15My substance was not hid from thee, when I was made in secret, & curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth. 16Thine eyes

did see my substance, yet being unperfect; & in thy book all my members were written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as

yet there was none of them. 17How precious also are thy thoughts unto me, O God! how great is the sum of them! 18If I should count

them, they are more in number than the sand: when I awake, I am still with thee.

19Surely thou wilt slay the wicked, O God: depart from me therefore, ye bloody men. 20For they speak against thee wickedly, & thine

enemies take thy name in vain. 21Do not I hate them, O LORD, that hate thee? am not I grieved with those that rise up against thee? 22I

hate them with perfect hatred: I count them mine enemies. 23Search me, O God, & know my heart: try me, & know my thoughts: 24&

see if there be any wicked way in me, & lead me in the way everlasting
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I was surprised to not Tnd any mention of inventor/futurist Ray Kurzweil in this article. He is surely the number one person who has

been predicting a "beneTcial" biological/machine union of humans with their robotic, microbiology, and AI inventions in the years to

come. He predicted years ago the year 2045 as the most likely year for the "singularity," the event of such rapid AI exponential

advancement that we biological humans cannot predict to what it will lead. Kurzweil believes this union of humans with their AI

inventions will be greatly beneTcial for humanity, rather than leading to a super 1984 society. Schwab seems to have other intentions.
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Kurzweil is WRONG !!
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Ray Kurzweil communes w/ familiar spirits he believes are aliens, & believes what they tell him. He does not contact them

scientiTcally, or as some technologically advanced civilization, but by the ancient means& disciplines of craft, he & other

likeminded individuals who gather to practice the ancient techniques of witchcraft spiritism & necromancy.  The cherubs are

pretty incredible angelic beings as described in Ezekiel 1-2, and Revelation 4, and are also described as living chariots. We know

from Ezekiel 28 that Lucifer, before iniquity was found in him, was the cherub that covered the throne of God, even as the other

four seem to bear it up. When he spoke to the woman, as the Serpent of Genesis 3, that thing is described as being 'more subtil

than any beast of the Teld which the LORD God had made' ...so what made it? Lucifer's iniquity was self-will countering God's

word & will, he became something other than what he was created to be, corrupted himself.

Our Creationist friends tie themselves into pretzels trying to deny the truth of this, but Adam & Eve were not the Trst to sin & it's

right there in the text: the Serpent sinned in tempting them to doubt God's word & to act independent of his good will also,

slandering God in the doing & lying 'ye shall be as gods'. The mantra of all false religion out from that old father of lies.

But Satan is created, not eternal, all-knowing etc and underestimated God's love for mankind created in his image with body,

soul & spirit. His foreknowledge& provision from eternity past for their salvation, at terrible cost to himself. The image is of the

Godhead, see 1 Cor 15:45 KJB, & with Jesus Christ the only begotten, & the express image: Colossians 2:9 For in him dwelleth

all the fulness of the Godhead bodily.  The angelic were not created so, & the beasts are created after that type, more like

instinctual machines & without free will choice. Like AI, & what these wicked men obsess about a la Isaiah 14 KJB.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau is another puppet... while most were preoccupied with communism phobia, fascism has entered US congress. "Slava

Ukraine"? I am surprised they did not raise their hand...  Apparently citing Adolph Eichmann and calling everyone to kill Russians,

starting with children, on National Ukrainian tv is "normal". Bombing civilians in Donetsk is "normal", no one even mentioned anything

in the news about the tragedy that happened 2 days ago. I am disgusted beyond words. I have never seen so much hatred , and

meanness, even after 9/11. Feels like all the scum of the earth has surfaced at once
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of the news is fake, also many of the deaths are fake. They never happened.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know. And most videos and photos are questionable...  But pple still watch and believe that Putin is a villain and Zelensky is

the victim...  But this is not the point... You know, all this reminds me of the book my mom read me when I was little - Andersen's

fairytales, in particular, The Snow Queen. “... Yet still they few on and on, higher and higher, till at last the mirror trembled so

fearfully that it slipped from their hands and fell to the earth, shivered into hundreds of millions and billions of bits. And then it

did more harm than ever. Some of these bits were not as big as a grain of sand and these few about, all over the world, getting

into people’s eyes. And once in, they stuck there and distorted everything they looked at or made them see everything that was

amiss.”
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juangalto7
Joined On 3/2/2022 7:19:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only thing real is the fakery.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not true, otherwise you are fakery too. As Dostoevsky wrote: "Man is smart being, but in order to act intelligently - mind alone is

not enough".  You people amaze me with your reply. Did I talk about fake news? But looks like this is all you care about. You are

so preoccupied with one thing that you are missing another, right under your nose... Ignorance never helped anyone and Lack of

knowledge is never an excuse
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People don't read the bible nowadays properly, that when they would know what all is behind, as it's all written in the scriptures, i.e.

Titus 1, 10, John 8, 44, and so on. Interestingly during the with trials men that that the devil would have appeared as a beautiful woman

to them: "According to the statements of the accused, the devil approached as a seducer. He came to women either in the guise of a

well-dressed stranger or acquaintance. Accused men described that the devil appeared in the form of a beautiful woman. They would

then have had sexual intercourse with the devil.

The devil's privates have been described as "unnatural" and "cold." Depending on the need, the devil could take on the role of a man or

a woman (he appeared as an incubus or succubus)." I am just wondering if that was used to separate men from women as in the

original scriptures men and women were created equally as Ludendorff wrote in one of his books. Only later the Genesis was faked by

Esra he said.  Even more interesting that this page doesn't exist in English. de.wikipedia.org/.../Teufelsbuhlschaft  it should be.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is Guillermo? He usually posts comments a lot. I haven’t seen him on the comments section. Is he ok?
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, where is he? Has he made personal contact with ppl here so they can reach out? Hope so.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui has over 1,200 "friends" on this Mercola site. I am sure many are in contact with him. He takes breaks occasionally here as

he also posts in Spanish on another Mercola site. Send him a message.
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5807873
Joined On 4/30/2014 11:29:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No save to PDF link on this article.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just did it … ?
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Click File=>click Print=>select Save as PDF
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5807873 - Just in case, Scroll to the top of the page, top left of the embedded video the same 4 or 5 icons appear,

article-by-article: f for facebook, an envelope to email an article link, a printer icon, and on the far right next to the date, a red

icon is the symbol for pdf. Click the red icon, and the pdf will be saved to your machine.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interestingly, we always get a warning through hollyweird movies; Terminator, Matrix, Avatar. There are many others, I’m sure you’ve

got a favorite. I Tnd it interesting the truth is always in front of us.  Note the monolith’s! Do some digging through YouTube only so you

get some great pics and videos. It is obvious a much, much, much further advanced race lived here before us. We’ve built upon their

ruins.  We aren’t the Trst to destroy ourselves or possibly destroyed by a god or an asteroid… Regardless this isn’t our Trst rodeo round

this rock. Go look and see for yourself.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Bible talks about an order of super intelligent beings. About a third of them decided to do their own thing and play God. This

got them kicked out of their home. Now they're seducing humanity into doing this same kind of thing. But it's easier to get just a

few thousand on board and deceive the masses into trusting the evil. Becoming evil by proxy.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith23, 1/3 of the angels were evicted from heaven, some were cast into darkness and are chained there still, others came

to earth and mated with women to create super beings, some claim they were giant’s. However the offspring were destroyed by

God eventually. That story could explain the 100 ton single stones that were moved miles over mountains, valleys and rivers. We

certainly can’t do that today. Not only can we not transport the stones we can’t carve and Tt them to the exacting precision they

did! Curious, curious!!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Bible in Genesis 6 KJB says that all fesh had corrupted its way on the earth, & everything that breathed air died that wasn't

on that Ark. Pretty amazing stuff to consider. It also says that Noah found grace & was perfect in his generations, & speaks of

the sons of God seeing that the daughters of men were fair, & were 'taking' any daughter of man they wanted prior to the Flood

judgment. Sons of God in the Old Testament are angelic: Job 1&2; 38 KJB, and there could be no New Testament sons of God

until the resurrection of Christ, the blood shed & applied, the adoption of many sons. Romans8-9; Galatians 4; Ephesians 1 KJB.

Some of the 'stars' are angels, too.

One falls in the beginning of Rev 9& is given the key to the bottomless pit from which Apollyon/Abaddon emerges, the third

don't fall until Satan, that old Dragon is cast from heaven w/no more entre as he has now & in Job 1&2 KJB, in Revelation 12

when he goes to make war against Jerusalem.  It was resulting in the mighty men of the earth & giants;& the Bible teaches 'also

afterwards'. When God promised the land to Abraham, he said it was not yet because the 'sins of the Amorites was not yet full'.

That fullness in Canaan included the giants: the Anakims, the Moabites called them Emims, & the Ammonites, Zamzummims.

Og, King of Bashan was there in the north, & Reuben didn't drive them all out: that was left to David& his mighty men.

Tribes in both North & South America spoke of these late-coming giants, probably coming via the Phoenician shipping, & that

they were wicked: the tribes warned them to stop their wickedness, as Sodom& cannibalism, & banded together& destroyed

them when they refused. The Tuscarora told of this particularly, but there were others. Some ancients feared&worshipped them,

& I believe that to be the 'ancient alien' root out from Babel.  There are 4 angels yet bound in the Euphrates that will not be

released until that terrible time of Revelation 9 KJB, also Jude 6, 2 Peter 2:4
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